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Healthy...

I

t takes walking 12,000
steps to offset two cans of
soda! Switch one can for
water and be healthier.

Wealthy...

D

o you have an old
savings bond or two
gathering dust? If the
mature date has past then cash
it in and reinvest the money.
Don’t let Uncle Sam gather
that interest. Use it!

Windows®Server 2003 At The End Of Its Life

M

icrosoft will no longer support this immensely popular product after July
15, 2015. It is estimated that just under 40% (or 24 million) of all
Microsoft servers are on the 2003 operating system. The end of support
for so many systems will cause a mighty disruption for their customers. The end of
support for the Windows XP platform last year caused massive security and
operational issues for the 25% of businesses that failed to upgrade when the
announcement was made. Experts say that disruption will look like child’s play
when compared to the end of this operating system’s support.
There is some speculation that there will be a last minute reprieve, and the date will
be extended, but Microsoft is not giving any encouragement to that idea. Anyone
with Windows®Server 2003 should be seriously considering another option. We
suspect that we have customers who will be affected
by this move and we encourage you to look for
alternatives now. There is always the temptation to
gamble that nothing bad will happen even if the
support has expired but if you are one of those
hundreds of thousands of people who will face the
loss of valuable information and documents – the
chance just isn’t worth it. In defense of Microsoft it
is horribly expensive to try to support old platforms;
we face these issues with our own telephone
answering equipment vendors.
Supporting old
technology means that vendors can’t be competitive
with new offerings. The expense and time to upgrade
can be painful but it is the price of progress.

Vacation Time is Nearly Here

I

t is SO good to get away from the same old routine and take a breather. We all
work better when we have a chance to recharge our batteries. While you are
taking care of all those pre-getaway details, be sure to think of us here at your
service.

...and Wise

T

wo of the most
powerful words in
the world are “Thank
You”. Show appreciation
for everything and others
will appreciate and look up
to you.






We need to know when you are leaving (not just the date but the time
When you will be back – again, include the time
What you want us to tell your caller
Who will be covering for you (date and time again)

If we will be taking calls throughout the day as well as after-hours, we can handle
each time frame differently, just let us know when the times need to change. If you
need to leave complicated instructions, rest assured, we can handle that for you!
Just be aware that sometimes those more intricate instructions take longer to read
through and follow to the letter. More time reading through new instructions can
mean a higher bill.
“Business Sitting” – like pet sitting, is a wonderful convenience that can take the
world off your shoulders. Knowing that someone has your back so you can relax
adds so much to a restful vacation. Go! Enjoy! We’ve got you covered!
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Answering Service
Appointment Scheduling
Attendance Line
Call Overflow
Call Screening
Customer Service/Help Desk
Dealer Locate
Emergency Service Dispatch
Inbound Surveys
Membership Renewal
Product Orders/Service Orders
Remote Receptionist
Voice Mail
Website Orders
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D

ear Friends,

I ran across a quote by Carl Sagan the other
day, which said, “We live in a society
exquisitely dependent on science and technology, in
which hardly anyone knows anything about science and
technology.” It was right next to another quote by
Arthur C. Clarke which said, “Any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from magic.” Both
tickled my funny bone because, to my way of thinking,
both are true. When I look at the amazing things our
telephone answering platforms do I am astonished.
Calls come in one on top of another and are directed,
without fail, to link with the account profile of the
person or business being called. Each message
template is customized, indeed we can have individual message templates for every person in
a company, and they will not get mixed up.
We can go back and find messages that came in weeks ago and find account changes that
happened months ago. We can even listen to a call that took place days ago and send it to
someone else to listen to – all via computer, or smartphone or tablet, (which are all still
computers). I may be the leader of this company but it truly does seem like magic to me. I am
eternally grateful that our vendor has a whole team of “magicians” who do know a huge
amount about science and technology – and who use it to create the magic that helps us help
YOU every day. We are all the end users of some very creative magic.

Sincerely,

Herb Chinoski
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W

e have all seen the statistics that tell us that more and more of us are using the
internet to find the companies with whom we will do business. We pop from
website to website until we find the product or service we’re looking for and
THEN WHAT happens? Over 70% of us then CALL THAT BUSINESS. If there is a
button on your website to initiate the phone call, it WILL be used by the tech savvy
generation. Thanks to smart phones, people are beginning to be very comfortable with
“click to call” and are using it more than
ever before. This is a convenience that
consumers want. If there is no “button”
be sure there is a conspicuous phone
number.
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How Easy is it to Do Business with You?

cyn-

Refer a new
client and
receive a
Base Rate
credit.

According to Google research, nearly
50% of callers become both frustrated
and annoyed when it is difficult to find
your telephone number on your website,
and are more likely to choose another company if there is none listed. Putting your phone
number on every page is a good idea. Making sure that your phone number is always
answered is imperative. We have become a nation of people who are apt to do business at
8:30 at night as well as 8:30 in the morning. Most of us would prefer to hear a person
answering the phone and we are thrilled when a person answers in the evening or on
weekends. A wise business owner makes sure that callers hear a friendly voice and not a
recording no matter what time they call.

Life in 25 Words
or Less

Gotta’ Giggle

“I

just taught my kids
about taxes by eating
38% of their ice cream.”
- Conan O’Brian

